The 19th NEFESH International Conference
in Review
Winter, 2016
Message from the Executive Director:
I'm on the plane at 34,000 feet which is much lower than the high since the conference. I would like to take a minute to thank those of you who welcomed my
mother to her first NEFESH Conference with such warmth and enthusiasm. She
was excited and overwhelmed at the same time.
As I am flying with her back to Los Angeles, I am thinking about what an opportunity you gave
her. My mother had a chance to experience that there is more to her than being my dear father's caregiver. I am glad I publicly "risked" sharing part of my journey with Alzheimer's.
There were those who approached me throughout the conference with their family struggles
with this awful disease and others who had real suggestions as to how NEFESH International
could address this medical nightmare as many millions will be affected in the very near future.
Thanks for that and all the glorious feedback about the conference. Many have been thanked
but can never be thanked enough. The amount of effort invested in a conference though
doesn't ensure it's success. Hashem ensures its success and NEFESH is truly blessed.
We are blessed to have the support and encouragement of one another throughout the year
and from those who were and were not at the conference.
Looking forward to sharing more support and encouragement in 2016.

All the best from Delta Airlines,
MiriamTurk, LCSW

Message from the President:
The consensus is that this was the best conference yet, both in terms of
quality of the trainings and in terms of the spirit. A project we have been
working on for years, spearheaded by Rivki Jungreis, has reached critical
mass. Several years ago, Rivki approached the board with concerns that many members felt somehow left out, especially newcomers. Rivki would scold us, “You need to
treat the NEFESH Conference as if it is your family “Simcha”, and greet each guest
and make sure they are comfortable!” Each year, small changes were made, but this
year we finally got it right. Networking breakfasts, scavenger hunts, and various
seating schemes helped break the ice for many.
At one memorable moment, I was assigned to hand people random table numbers at
the door to the dining room and Rabbi Dr. Twerski approached. Of course, I told him,
he does not need to participate and he could sit where he would like. Of course, he
would not accept being treated differently and chose a random table number, which
turned out to be the number “18”. So, things have a way of working out for the right
person. And, this conference had a way of working out for this wonderful group of
colleagues.
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Shared Thoughts:

There are too many workshops and presentations to start recapping them all, however we must mention the
moving acceptance of the Esther Solomon Award by Mrs. Debbie Fox.
While many people put in a lot of time and effort to make this conference the overwhelming success that it
was, we give a special Hakarat Hatov to Lisa Twerski, LCSW and Chaim Sender, LCSW, the Conference Cochairs and their committee, to Simcha Feuerman, LCSW-R, President and Miriam Turk, LCSW, Executive Director, and of course, to Alice Tusk, LMSW, Director of Operations, who juggles so many balls
in the air, always with a smile on her face. Looking forward to seeing you all at next year’s 20th annual conference, as well as at the many programs and trainings which occur over the course of the year. We will be
announcing the details of next year’s conference as soon as possible!
Your friends and colleagues at NEFESH International



At the end of wonderful and enriching first day at the NEFESH conference I want to thank the organizers
and participants. This is the first year I attended and I ask myself "what took me so long?" It was pleasantly
surprising to find everyone so open, helpful and collaborative - from the most venerated names in the field to
students and recent grads. Today was a truly remarkable day of networking, learning and feeling support
from frum colleagues around the world.
Yaakov Siegel Psy.D



Delighted by this conference way more than I imagined (and that was with the stress of presenting yesterday)! Last attended in 2009 and can’t believe how much the entire experience has been upgraded! Just one
seemingly small example, the helpfulness of the people doing the check-in and registration set a great tone
that has been reflected throughout!
Jeffrey C. Singer, PhD.



Thank you Lisa, Chaim and crew. You gave us 4 crazy, packed, empowering days of laughter, of thought and of
tears. And I thank friends, old and new, for the laughter (plenty), for the thoughts (enough thoughtprovoking presentations to fill a book) and for tears (of joy and of burdens no longer carried alone, but instead shared in support and with love.) Yes indeed, we've got something special! 360 and counting!
Barry S. Horowitz, LCSW-R



As a soon-to-be graduate of Touro Graduate School of Social Work, I attended my first NEFESH Conference, and I just want to share my deepest gratitude to the warm welcome I was given. The education, the
inspiration, the passion that was exhibited is something that was concrete, was palpable, and is inspirational
to me in my chosen profession be it from those who personally shared their experience and expertise with
me, on to the wonderful presenters, and each and every person who's dedication and caring helps to make a
difference in this world. I arrived home last evening absolutely in awe! Thank you all
Judith Graeber, Touro College Graduate School of Social Work



It's been great to read some of your descriptions of the conference and what you have taken from it. It's
like the excitement and energy has kept going all week! This was the first NEFESH Conference I had ever
attended, and I was deeply impacted by the warmth and dedication of the attendees and organizers. There
are many aspects of self that play a role in the work that we do- the cognitive, the emotional, and the spiritual. This was the first professional conference I've attended where ALL of those aspects were validated
and welcomed. I appreciated the human-ness and vulnerability that people allowed in their personal interactions over the weekend. Some of the most meaningful moments of the conference happened during informal conversations where real connections were established and reinforced. I join all of you in raising a virtual
glass to the organizers of the conference, who succeeded in creating an outstanding experience. Thank you!
Counting down to next year….
Sara Schwartz Gluck, LCSW



It has been so wonderful to hear feedback about this most amazing conference. I think the achdus , connections and kindness this year surpassed many others and is a credit to all those who attended! A special thank
you to all those who presented. Your time, effort went above and beyond and was the core of our conference. I too, wanted to take the opportunity to reflect on some of the speakers . Speakers, of individuality
and strengths whose words continue to impart pieces that make us whole. Their speeches and the impact of
the conference will no doubt leave us with everlasting memories! NEFESH is hours of volunteer work
throughout the year, but creating achdus , a holding container and connections for all of us in the field, is
what inspires us to go on. We could not do this without you participants, nefesh members. Members who are
healers to klall Yisroel, who have committed themselves to those wounded and in need. I am humbled by all
of you!
Rivki Jungreis
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Shared Thoughts Continued:


I feel blessed to have been able to attend the entire event. That is no small thing considering all of our responsibilities. I would like to acknowledge some of the more nuanced elements of the experience that contribute and enhance to the richness. There is so much experienced outside of the workshops, the amazing
food and incredible warm energy which we take with us. Some of my most meaningful moments were
the chance encounters in the lobby, hallway or who I randomly chose to sit next to at a workshop, which
planted the seeds for meaningful connection. A stimulating question or comment from one of the attendees
that resonated with me, which compelled to follow up with that individual. Having genuine, life enriching and
healing moments with a number of people. It was impossible not to be swept away by all the spirited davening,
singing and dancing; the force was that strong.
Yossi Feigenson



Dear Miriam and NEFESH International's un-paralleled Staff & Esteemed Board,
Thank you for bringing NEFESH International to new heights.
Menucha Robeson, Executive Secretary Nefesh Chicago



It was truly a pleasure to see all of the aforementioned professionals by the conference. I for one very much
enjoyed and appreciated the early professional track. Thank you all for caring about the rookies.
Joseph Semah, LSW, LMSW, CASAC-T



Thank you to all the board members, committee members, planners, presenters, and welcoming and friendly
attendees. To everyone who made efforts to contribute to the planning and execution of this tremendous
experience, I wish to convey my gratitude. In particular I am appreciative of every individual I was honoured
to meet and to exchange words with, each exceptional and gifted in their own right. While this was my first
attendance at a Nefesh event, it left me thirsting for more. I am looking forwards to travelling in for many
more hydrating Nefesh events in the near future.
Yehudis Stokes, RN, BScN MScN(candidate)



NEFESH did not miss a beat, So special thanks to caterer Elite whose food nurtured our bodies and souls .
And to Sruly Williger who davened, played and sang from the heart . Your music connected, uplifted, and
touched us all. You set the tone and kept it going. Thank you again from entire NEFESH board.
Rivki Jungreis



It is safe for me to say—since i’ve been at every conference—that this was absolutely, positively, most assuredly the best, warmest, most comprehensive, richest presentations, amazing food, hottest temperatures ,
most lively and funnest conference ever ever ever!!!!!
Kudos to our illustrious board and conference committee members!!
It’s been said many times and i’ll say it again: Lisa,Chaim, Miriam, Alice, Simcha F, Rivki J, Shalom and Karyn,
Nosson and Yeta, Nachum K, Dr Judi G, David K, Yitzi H, Barry Horowitz and Barry Holzer, Aviva B, Ruchama,
Chani Kahn, Chaim Neuhoff, Yehuda Krohn, Pam Siller, Malkie Schick, and Dov Finkelstein:
Your incredibly hard and dedicated work was demonstrated by the masterful way you all put this conference
together and got everything----and i mean everything, down to the most obsessive detail—flowing and
humming seamlessly!!
Kudos to all the presenters, who enriched our lives with their eloquent, thought provoking and mind bending
presentations. But most important, to our participants. You were so responsive, so warm and friendly and em
bracing, so eager to learn and grow, so happy to be here, so appreciative of our mission to make this confer
ence shine.



Thank you, Rabbi Dr. Abraham Twerski, for helping us to understand the inner machinations of our (conscious
and unconscious) minds and souls -- a unique and clarifying perspective.



Thank you, Rav Dovid Cohen, for your guidance through your brilliant understanding of halacha and hashkafa



Thank you, Rabbi Rronnie Greenwald, z”l, for touching us with your
of inspiration and for being who you are.

stories



And thank you Debbie Fox, for your groundbreaking work in protectdren. Your accomplishments, coupled with your extreme humility,
us to do more and to do it better.

ing chilinspire

Hindie M. Klein, PsyD
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The Esther Solomon Memorial Award
This award has been presented annually since 2009 to highly deserving members
of the Orthodox mental health community, who have dedicated their
professional lives to making a strong positive impact in their respective fields.
The first awardee was Rabbi Dr. Abraham Twerski; other awardees have been
Dr. David Pelcovits, Dr. Judith Guedalia, Dr. Mordechai Glick, Mr. Moishe
Wangrofsky, and Mr. David Mandel.
Joining this illustrious group is Mrs. Debbie Fox LCSW of Los Angeles, who
holds master’s degrees from the University of Southern California in Social
work and Gerontology. She was the founder of an older adult day hospital
program, directed Ambulatory Mental Health Services at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, and has lectured and published in the areas of mental health, Judaism
and child abuse.

Debbie Fox is a recognized expert in the field of child safety. She authored
and developed the Safety Kid program under the guidance of the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children and in collaboration with the Los
Angeles Halachic Advisory Board. Mrs. Fox has presented workshops across the
United States, Canada, England, and Israel, and provides cultural sensitivity
trainings for state agencies working with child abuse. Her work and expert
opinion have been published in Healing History’s Wounds, Klal Perspectives
Journal, Mishpacha Magazine, HaModia Weekly, The Jewish Journal, The
Jewish Week and other national and regional periodicals. She is a contributor
to the 2011 publication Breaking the Silence: Sexual Abuse in the Jewish
Community. She is also the founder of Project SafeCamp, founded in 2012,
which has trained thousands of camp counselors on maintaining a safe camp environment for campers. Most recently, she authored the book Seminary Savvy:
Every Girl’s Guide to a Successful, Safe, and Satisfying Experience—in Seminary & Beyond. She was on the founding board of NEFESH International.
Clearly, Debbie Fox LCSW is most deserving of the Esther Solomon Memorial
Award. In recognizing Mrs. Fox’s accomplishments in mental health, NEFESH is
also acknowledging her commitment and dedication to Torah communities in her
own city, as well as in Jewish communities all over the United States and
internationally. NEFESH is proud to present this award to such a deserving
individual.
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Esther Solomon Memorial Award Presented to:
Debbie Fox, LCSW
Debbie Fox, LCSW , was presented with the Esther Solomon Memorial award
for her groundbreaking work in child sexual abuse prevention. Her program,
Safe Kids, has to date been presented to 38,000 children, parents, teachers
and school personnel around the world.
As Dr. David Pelcovitz, who presented the award to Debbie, stated, "Debbie
Fox is now a verb. " When he is asked to speak about prevention around the
globe, he is requested to 'Debbie Fox,' Her name has become synonymous with
the comprehensive program that is designed to, and is achieving the goal of
making the world safer for our children.
Debbie , when speaking after accepting the award, talked about her father
who close to 50 years ago was a 'lone soldier,' in his fight to keep children
safe. In contrast, today there is an organization like NEFESH, where
Orthodox mental health professionals gather to learn, to give each other
chizuk and to continue fighting to make our communities healthier and safer.
As Dr. Pelcovitz said in his presentation, Debbie is an individual who has
listened to her inner 'calling' and has pursued her yeud, her destiny, first , in
her work with programs for Holocaust survivors, then with her founding of
Magen Yeladim, Child Safety Institute and her Safe Kids program, and most
recently with her publication of Seminary Savvy , a very readable book to empower young women going off to seminary.
There are many reasons for all of us to be grateful and appreciative of
Debbie's work. But her work also obligates us, as frum mental health
professionals, to find our calling, to stand up for the truth and to
single-mindedly pursue our own destiny as frum clinicians and ambassadors of
mental health in our communities.
Aviva Biberfeld, PsyD
Mazal Tov to this year's Esther Solomon z"l awardee, from me. Welcome to
the very small club of women awardees, and continued good health to accomplish the many community projects that save Mind Body and Souls.
Respectfully and Fondly,
Judi Guedalia, PhD
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NEW MEMBERS
Rella Abramowsky
Chaya Abelsky
Leah Lee R. Adams
Yehudah Alcabes
Avital Arieff
Mendi Baron
Billa Bendet
Adele Bissu
Susan Blauner
Mindy Blumenfeld
Naftali Blumenkehl
Shia Bochner
Jacqueline Bocian
Suri Breban
Judith Brun
Uri Cohen
Natalie Cohen
Velvel Cook
Rivkah R Drebin
Dovid Elefant
Ayala Fader
Pessy Felsenburg
Hadassah Fidler
Meir Flancbaum
Penina Flug
Jonathan Frank
Martin Friedlander
Shimon E. Friedlander
Shira Galston
Rachel Goldenberg
Liba Goldschmidt
Esther Goldstein-Lindner

Esther Goldstein-Lindner
Mordy Gottlieb
Judith Graeber
Chani Halpert
Shmuel Harris
Isaac Hellman
Aliza Hirsch
Martin Hochheimer
Rachel Horvitch
Leah Israeli
Eliana Kadish
Chani Kahn
Zvi Klein
Chanoch Krohn
Ari Lakritz
Michael Simcha Lax
Asher Simcha Lebowicz
Michael Simcha Lieber
Shifi Lieberman
Karen Tina Litt
Sharon Livingston
Joseph Lovecchio, LMHC
Rachel Lowinger
Penina Lynn
Alyssa Mairanz
Morris Mann
Tova Mendelson
Donna Miller
Malka Miller
Naomi Press
Evelyn Rappoport
Leah Rapps

Deby Rauch
Yosef Reich
Rivkah Reichler
Nina Reiss
Rachel Rosenholtz
Avraham Rosenthal
Chavy Rothman
Tova Sauer
Leah Scharf
Chavi Schmell
Sara Schwartz Gluck
Aliza Schwartzblatt
Zahavah Selinger LMHC
Margalit Shalom
Feige Shapiro
Chaim Shapiro
Yaakov Siegel
Shaindy Stiel
Debra Toker
Frimi Faye Walkenfeld
Bina Weiss
Meredith Weiss
Meir Wikler
Yonason (Ron) Witonsky
Dvora WITTY
Uri Wolf
Binyomin Wolff
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MEMBER NEWS
Neil Bockian, PhD
Bockian, N. R.; Smith, J. C. & Jongsma, A. E. (2016). The Personality Disorders Treatment Planner (2nd ed.). Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, due to be released 2/17/16.
Rivka Cohen, LMSW
She just gave birth to a baby boy.
R’ Simcha Feuerman, LCSW
Publishing Et Lifrosh ve-Et le-Ehov, available at Biegeleisen, which
focuses on issues of shelom bayit. It also deals with the matter of
psychological counseling and possible conflicts between the role of the
psychologist, who is not supposed to be judgmental.
Rabbi Dovid, PhD and Debbie Fox, LCSW
They were Scholars in Residence at a large Satmar Chassidic retreat for
couples held in Stamford, CT.
David Kohn, LCSW, CASAC
He and his wife just had their fifth baby boy, Elisha Simcha.
His practice, DK Counseling Group, recently added its fourth Clinical Associate to their team of talented and dedicated therapists.
Mazal Tov to our re-elected board members and especially to our
three newest members:
Rabbi David Fox, Ph.D.
Yehuda Krohn, Psy.D.
Malkie Schick, LCSW
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Executive Director:
Miriam Turk, LCSW
President:
Rabbi Simcha Feuerman, LCSW--R
Vice President:
Chana Kahn, LCSW
Secretary:
Yitzi Horowitz, LCSW
Treasurer:
Dovid Kohn, LCSW, CASAC
Past Presidents:
Abe Worenklein, Ph.D.
Nathan A. Solomon, Ph.D.
Mordechai Glick, Ph.D
Board of Directors:
Aviva Biberfeld, Psy.D.
Ruchama Clapman
Karyn Feinberg, PsyD
Shalom Feinberg, M.D.
Rabbi David Fox, Ph.D.
Judith Guedalia, Ph.D.
Barry Holzer, M.D.
Barry Horowitz, LCSW
Yitzi Horowitz, LCSW
Rivki Jungreis, LCSW
Nachum Klafter, MD
Yehuda Krohn, Psy.D.
Dovid Kohn, LCSW
Hindie M. Klein, Psy.D.
Malkie Schick, LCSW
Chaim Sender, LCSW
Pamela P. Siller, M.D.
Yeta Solomon, LCSW
Lisa Twerski, LCSW

NEFESH INTERNATIONAL is a network and
training association of Orthodox Mental Health Professionals, Rabbanim, and Educators. NEFESH is
constantly developing new training opportunities to
promote professional development of its community of practitioners. We are proud to share with you
highlights of our upcoming programs. If you would
like more information about our events or
NEFESH membership, visit: www.nefesh.org.

Rabbinic Advisory Board:
Harav Dovid Cohen
Rabbi Abraham Twerski, M.D.
Rabbinic Liaison:
Rabbi Tzvi Hersh Weinreb, Ph.D.
Director of Operations:
Alice Tusk, LMSW
Administrative Assistant:
Rachel Glasser
Secretary:
Malky Silberberg

Editors: Marlene Greenspan, MA, LPC, Chana Kahn, LCSW, and Karyn Feinberg, Psy D
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